
manufacture of field kitchen equipment for a Fleet Banyan at Pulau
Tioman, were all taken in our stride. This latter event enabled the
Shipwright Officer to display his ability to cook. Even now, one can hear
his chant: "Roll up, roll up, roll up. Try our lovely bangers and hamburgers
—just like mother wishes she could cook."

None oF this extraneous work was allowed to interfere with the heavy
task of Hull Planned Maintenance and making good defects. In one
Quarter an 85 per cent return was made to Class Authority, which is
believed to be a record for a Carrier. In addition the chippies assisted with
repairs to aircraft and the manufacture of temporary spare parts. Shades
of the past !

The Ventilation Party "A", under the direction of Shipwright Madden,
worked long hours and produced remarkable results. The importance of
this party and their contribution to the benefit of the ship became apparent
in Far East climates and was highlighted in the Persian Gulf. In addition
to the routine tasks time was found to carry out many modifications and
alterations and a scheme was devised for the speedier closing of ventilation
systems to higher conditions of A, B, C readiness.

The Operational Readiness Inspection involved pre-planning and a
great deal of activity on the day of the Damage Control Exercise. From
the remarks in the Admiral's Report, it is evident that the Shipwrights were
on their toes, knew their way round the ship and quickly responded to the
incidents as they occurred. Very encouraging.

Naturally it has not been all work. We have displayed our prowess
in the ship's recreational activities—both sportswise and socially. Despite
our small numbers we have fielded teams and given a reasonably good
account of ourselves in the inter-part deck hockey, volley ball, swimming,
tennis, rifle and revolver shooting contests. We even won the water
tug-of-war. Such star performers as Painter Welch with a rifle, Shipwrights
Glover, Hutt and Brown on the rugby field and Shipwright Eccles at
fencing have made the first team and represented the ship.

Socially we have been entertained or have entertained the chippies of
CENTAUR at Portsmouth, ARK ROYAL at Malta, ROYALIST at
Singapore, and the European Staff of the Royal Naval Armament Depot
at Mombasa. On these occasions it has been a battle on the dart board
for the "One-Eyed Crocodile" Trophy, donated by CENTAUR and won
by us in the first encounter. It now reposes in Mombasa where, after a
happy and friendly evening, we were beaten 14 games to 12 by a team
which "fielded" four ladies.

The highlight of our social activities was undoubtedly the Staff Dinner
held at Hong Kong. Excellent arrangements were made by the Dinner
Committee, headed by Sub/Lt. Dennis, and the service, food and drinks
at the China Fleet Club could not have been bettered. Twenty of the Staff

Running repairs at sea

attended, although one member arrived during the joint course, having
been detained doing some "shopping". A likely story.

Early in the commission Shipwrights Newman and Brown took upon
themselves the responsibilities of married status, with Brown taking the
lead in becoming a proud father of a daughter. Chief Joiner Ritchie was
no less proud of being presented with a son. Shipwright Miskin, successful
in the February examinations, left us in October 1961 for promotion
courses. We wish him the best of luck in his new venture and congratulate
all the above on their personal achievements.

In January 1962 Shipwright Lieutenant Commander Wilcox bade us
farewell to occupy the chair in the Barrackmaster's Office at Portsmouth.
A hearty welcome is extended to the new boss, Shipwright Lieutenant
Commander Young, and to Shipwright Robertson, who joined on return
to the U.K.

For the Shipwright Department it can be said that the commission
has been a success. A happy Staff who have worked hard, played hard
and always given of their best. Versatility has been our watchword in
both ability and age—ranging from 20 to 51 years. It has been our
pleasure to serve and our endeavour to please and, in achieving this, we
offer our thanks for the ready co-operation given by all the other depart-
ments of the ship.

When the day of parting comes, we say goodbye to our shipmates and
wish them all the very best of luck in the future.
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Gunnery Department

Air Gunners

Very few ships can claim, as does VICTORIOUS, to have served in each
of the five Major Naval Commands during the course of one General
Service Commission. Wherever we have been this department has been
well to the fore, as befits those who tend the teeth of the ship and her
squadrons.

It has been hard work, all the more worthwhile for it, interesting and
rewarding. Not least, the close way in which the air and ship gunners
work together has pointed the way to all in the art of making the ship
tick smoothly.

Air Gunnery
The haulers of bombs and bumpers of rockets have had a busy commission.
Large numbers of aircraft weapons of all descriptions have been carted
onto the Flight Deck (and often struck down again).

The magazines have been kept very tiddley despite the large turnover
of ammunition and the appalling heat. Up till Christmas 1961 over
30,000 bombs, rockets, bullets and smoke floats were used as well as
several thousand miscellaneous items from the largest bombs to grub
screws. Incidentally, as we carry 1,000 different types of armament stores
and we have only run out of anything once, we feel entitled to give a little
friendly advice to the Naval Stores Department.

Because flanking marking has been added to the tasks of the Air
Weapons Party the Armourers country now extends from 9 Deck to the
G.D.P. and from 2C to the Quarterdeck.

At the beginning of the commission the Gunner Air was Lieutenant
S. N. Row. He was promoted to Lieutenant Commander (S.D.) at Easter
and has now gone to Whale Island to teach steam gunners about aviation.
We offer our warmest congratulations to him on his promotion. It was
interesting to note that he joined the Navy as a Stoker, Second Class. He
soon saw the light and became an Airman.

The new Gunner Air, Lieutenant J. H. T. Jones, joined us from the
reserve fleet. He is a well-known Field Gunner and also a good rifle shot,
so he earns his title of "Gunner". There is no doubt that the magazine
rounds are doing wonders for his figure. C.A.F.(O.) Bloxham has been
senior rating of the Air Weapons Party throughout the commission.
Congratulations to C.A.F.(O.) Tibbs on reaching the dizzy heights, and
to L.A.M.(O.)'s Baker, Lawson, Hatch and Potts on their advancement.

Three Armourers are leaving the Navy early 1962 and we wish the
best of luck to Mr. Clark, Mr. King and Mr. Gillam.

The commission has certainly had its moments and the Air Weapons
Party has not escaped the ship's cartoonist. The bomb that kept on coming
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Ship Gunners

back was one. N.A.M.(O.) Bridges had a go at fitting a bomb lift into a
Gannet. Unfortunately this proved to be an unhappy marriage, but we
are glad to say that the bomb lift was quite unhurt.

Many beards and tattoos were collected in the Far East. All but one of
the sets have disappeared (L.A.M.(O .) Baker is too proud of his to take it
off yet), but the tattoo owners are stuck with their decorations. We hope
that the young lady who is to become Mrs. Walmsley at Christmas will
not be overcome by the 19 pictures which adorn her husband.

Ship Gunnery
The three-inch guns constitute the ship's last line of defence against air
or surface attack. It is encouraging to see the hard work which has gone
into ensuring that this last line is a stout one.

The Gunnery rating in a carrier spends a large part of his time doing
the tedious communal duties which form such a large part of ship life.
With the little time available he is expected to, and usually does, produce
first class results from his weapons. At times he may feel jealous of the
R.P. rating sitting in air-conditioned comfort playing with his glorified
television set, but he has the satisfaction of knowing that, when we were
in the Persian Gulf, the whole ship took a personal interest in his ability
to deal effectively with M.T.B. or Air attacks.

There have not been nearly as many shoots as we should have liked.
Twelve sleeve targets have been provided and four have been shot down.

The only pilotless target aircraft shoot came to an end when the target
was downed by S1 manned by P1's crew. The largest surviving piece, the
propeller, has been mounted as a trophy and is now presented to the most
efficient mounting's crew. So far (Christmas 1961) the Royal Marines
have retained it.

The three-inch are not the only guns which have been busy. The
saluting guns have banged away to celebrities all over the place. As a
token of our particular esteem for the Commander-in-Chief, Far East, we
fitted in an extra round and gave him 18 guns! The Coston gunline firers
have done some really fine "shooting" this commission for the many
replenishments we have had. Big game shooting is not in the G.I.'s
syllabus but Petty Officer G.I. Parrott managed to bag a Tiger on the
deck of the R.F.A. RESURGENT with a Coston gunline (Parrott shoots
Tiger-Jungle Warfare). As his Tiger was in a box with 23 others, some
people might call it a little unsporting.

Congratulations to Petty Officer G.I. Anderson on being selected for
the course for Sub Lieutenant S.D. (G.) (gt) — you must be pretty intelligent
to get a handle that long—and also to Chief Petty Officer Jessop, Petty
Officer Jones, Ordnance Artificers Ball and Jeram, and Leading Seamen
Hornett and Skillen on their advancement.

The Ordnance Department have laboured manfully and successfully
to keep everything serviceable. The Chief O.A.'s fishtank has been much
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GUNNERY DEPARTMENT — continued
admired but the jet exhausts seem to have been too much for O.A. Haskin's
garden. The latter, incidentally, has contributed to VICNEWS as "Turret
Rat" and he and O.A. Cave have given a lot of their time to running the
ship's library.

The landing and boarding parties have been exercised several times.
The former had a diverting frolic doing Internal Security amongst the
palm trees of Pulau Tioman until the Royal Marines arrived as the
opposition, complete with rotten eggs, then things began to stink! The
boarding party tried to subdue R.F.A. OLNA but the crew had a very
warm welcome for them with hoses, flour and handcuffs. One round to

OLNA! Annual range courses were done at Nee Soon, Singapore, in
September. Eleven people qualified for marksmen's badges and a few
more for money, but lots didn't qualify for anything and still had an
enjoyable day.

Unfortunately we missed the Far East Gunnery Trophy—it's easy to
cry, "we was robbed," but there is the satisfaction of knowing we set
such a high standard that the rules were altered to give other ships a
chance of looking as though they had got up into the VICTORIOUS
league. No greater compliment could be payed to any Gunnery
Department.

The Communications Branch

It's been a good commission. That's what most of us will say when the
Commodore Naval Drafting has sent us on our way to the next ship or
establishment in June or July.

Starting from the very beginning, the first sight of VICTORIOUS for
most of us was of a very large grey, red lead and yellow chromate hulk
in "D" Lock at Portsmouth. A fearful sight for two badgemen with
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destroyer time or juniors just out of training. Apart from about a dozen,
the bulk of the Communication Staff joined on Commissioning Day,
August 16th 1960.

We had our teething troubles, both administrative and technical. It
takes a little time to get a large staff, some at sea for the first time, and new
equipment to work in perfect harmony. However, with a bit of help from
A.S.W.E. and some hard work on our part and that of the "L" Depart-
ment, things were soon working fairly smoothly. By the time we became
a Flag Ship early in November we had all forgotten sufficient about our
last jobs to be able to concentrate on the present one, and keep the flood
of signals moving.

Our work-up in the Mediterranean did us good, so in a different way did
our Christmas in Pompey. It was with reasonable confidence and freshness
that we sailed for the main leg of our commission on the 20th January. A
nine-month spell in the Far East, to be reached via the Cape.

There is no need to enumerate the highlights of the runs ashore, they
have been the same for everyone, irrespective of department or branch.
From the work angle me communicators reach our high spots in operations
and exercises. Some of the more important ones being "Sea Sheikh" and
Army Support exercise, "Pony Express", a large combined S.E.A.T.O.
exercise, and "Cross-tie", an Anglo-American cross-operating exercise.
Our peak came, of course, when the Kuwait Operation, just about in the
middle of the commission. Then as Flagship to F.O.2 F.E.S. and Com-
mander of the Task Force, we really did have some traffic to handle. We
were watchkeeping one in two for three weeks and, with all due modesty, we
think we gave a good account of ourselves. There had to be the odd error,
and sometimes they added a spot of humour; for example, the mis-typed
signal which stated that JUFAIR (F.O.M.E.'s shore H.Q.) had sailed
from BAHREIN for KUWAIT.

In the field of sport we have our individual athletes. C.Y. Phelps has
played cricket and soccer regularly for the ship's first teams, L.R.O. Sloan
is a member of the ship's swimming team, and L.R.O. Holley and R.O.2
Roberts have played for the 1st XI soccer team. There have been few
highlights in the field of inter-part sport, the excuses for which are the
smallness of the department combined with the requirement for continual
watchkeeping by nearly everyone in the department.

Most Exped parties by boat require a qualified radio operator before
they are allowed away, and this has provided good opportunities for the
younger members to prove their skill at communicating under unusual
circumstances and conditions, and with no-one to turn to for help.

Statistics can be misleading, but it is true to say that a carrier Flagship
handles more traffic than any other vessel afloat. Workstudy methods

The Staff of Pulau Tioman Wireless
Standing left to right: L.R.O. Schofield, L.R.O. Holley

R.O.3 Southey, L.R.O. Davies, R.O.3 Wills, R.O.3 Webb
Sitting: R.O.2 Roberts, R.O.2 Dean

have enabled this to continue with quite small numbers of operators and
so far it is estimated that fifty thousand signals have been distributed using
some one and a half million sheets of paper, in addition to which nearly
half as many signals again have been handled without distribution.

We are now all a couple of years older (some may even have a few extra
grey hairs), all a lot wiser and more experienced in the large field of
communications.

Quite a few have advanced their status; one R.S. is qualifying as R.C.I.,
two who joined as Leading rates leave as Petty Officers, with a further one
qualified for the same advancement. Four who joined as first class
operators are now Leading hands, with a further two qualified. About
20 who joined as third class operators will leave in the trained and
experienced status of operators second class. As for the juniors, there's
no stopping them, they merely grow old and become operators third class,
some already qualified in everything except time for the next step up the
ladder.

It may not have been fun all the time, but looking back on the commis-
sion as a whole, it has done us all a lot of good. Yes, it's been a Good
Commission.
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Education and Meteorological Departments
Education

"Life isn't all beer and skittles: but beer and skittles, or something
better of the same sort, must form a good part of every English-
man's education."

Tom Brown's Schooldays.
You will have gathered from other pages in this book that the beer and
skittles part was adequately covered, albeit in small and somewhat
infrequent doses.

In between times and, despite the exacting hours at flying stations, we
managed to achieve some formal education, too. Most of the learning
process had to take place in off-duty hours but quite a bit, beneficial to
both the individual and the Service, was managed in working hours.

Conditions have not been ideal, but only when the temperature in the
schoolroom got above 105°F. did we have to call off formal classes in
favour of small tutorial groups elsewhere. In spite of the discomfort a
happy band of "regulars" had the mental and physical stamina to keep
up their studies, and no Education Officer could have received greater
encouragement than the sight of 37 men crowding into a hot compartment
designed to seat 18!

That it was all worth it is shown by the 60 or 70 G.C.E. certificates
obtained—keys to promotion in the Service and to jobs in "Civvy Street".
And after all, you can't frame beer and skittles.

Launching a Radiosonde
Meteorology

Schizoid Conversation
Ego: Have you heard the proverb, 'Change in weather is the discourse

of fools'? I came across it when I was looking for something to
write about the Meteorological Office.

Id: But surely you can't use that—I mean it would only confirm what
most people suspect.

Ego : I suppose you are right. We can't admit it. In any case it's not
completely true. We have done lots of useful work up here.

Id: Give me an example.
Ego : Well, it's rather difficult to think of one off-hand when you prod

me like that, but 1'11 make a thorough search before I start writing.
In any case, I'd thought of doing it as a sort of weather travelogue;
I've even got a skeleton plan written down. You know the sort of
thing. January, Portsmouth, cold. Cape Town warm, invigorating,
exhilarating .. .

Id: Are you sure you're not confusing the weather with your personal
experiences?

Ego: Well, maybe I am, but you mustn't keep interrupting or you'll
spoil my train of thought. Where was I? ... Aden, hot and arid
Singapore, hot and steamy. Pulau Tioman, warm, sunny and ugh!
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Id :
Ego:

Id:
Ego:

Id:

Ego:

Id:

Ego:

(do you remember how many times we went there?). Kuwait,
bloody hot—I've got a quotation for that place from Jane Austen:
`What dreadful hot weather we have! It keeps me in a continual
state of inelegance!' Very funny, don't you think?
Frankly, NO!
You never did have a sense of humour. Where did I get to? Oh,
yes . . . Mombasa, warm, invigorating, exhilarating . . .
There you go again you've got a fixation on Africa.
You're right, but you do get the idea, don't you. The only problem
is that I can't find anyone who noticed what the weather was doing
in Hong Kong. Oh, and I forgot to mention the Convergence Zone.
You are excused. But don't you realise that everyone else will write
his Departmental notes in the same corny way? Are you going to
become one of the herd? Why don't you think of something
unusual? You want to be an Admiral, don't you?
I most certainly do. Mmmmm . . . How about doing a whatnot on
personalities—things like: Solomon, father-figure. McEwing,
Giant Killer. Dawson, Playboy. Haynes, Master Mind. Scanlon,
Old Salt. Ashton, Week-end Existentialist. Barker, Irrepressible.
Farthing, Outsize. Hirons, Ratt and Fax Fan. How about that
for a quick thumbnail sketch?
You're wasting your time; the Editor will never print that, even if
the S. Met. O. passes it.
Same chap, and I don't see why not, but I suppose you know him
better than I do.

Id:

Ego:

Id:
Ego:
Id:

Ego :

Id:

Ego :
Id:
Ego:

And what about all those pieces of paper the Senior Meteorological
Officer kept sending you marked, 'a MUST for the Met. Notes.'
What have you done with them?
Yes, I remember some of them. There was one saying congratula-
tions to Petty Officer Haynes for escaping detection long enough to
get his Long Service and Good Conduct Medal. And another about
Naval Airman Ashton passing his Met. 2 examination in Singapore.
Oh, yes, and one about all those chaps who passed the airmanship
examination for Leading Airmen. Now who were they? I've got
it—Scanlon, Ashton, Barker and Farthing. How's that for
memory?
It would have been much easier if you had kept the chits.
Yes, but you know what a scatterbrain I am.
I certainly do. Alright. Now you've got started, what about a few
other ideas?
Well . . . There was that gale in the Mediterranean . . . and we had
a fire in the office . . . and we sent up lots of radiosondes. Remember
the one that Hirons followed all the way up to 20 millibars—that
gave his ego a bit of a boost. Oh, there are hundreds of little stories
and snippets I can work into the notes.
Off you go and write them, then, but for goodness' sake try to curb
that fatuous sense of humour of yours.
Okay, Okay, don't be abusive.
And you've got to get it done by tomorrow ...
Stop nagging! I'll get it finished in time.
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The Royal Marines

C.-in-C. F.E.S. inspects the Guard

We passed out as a detachment under the eye of the Captain, had our
leave and joined the ship on Commissioning Day. What a warren of
decks and passages it was, and still in dockyard hands! Our messdeck
gave us a nasty shock when we discovered it to be the dockyard maties'
tea room and a mass of holes and pipes!

However, all things gradually became ship-shape and we quickly
settled in as part of the life of the ship. Some members had their first
experience of foreign ports at Malta and Naples and all hoped for even
better things to come. Our tug-o'-war team, under the guidance of the
Sergeant Major coach, did well in the part-of-ship contests on the flight
deck, and by the time we had had a bit of rough weather to test our
strength—it even caught out a few "old ship marines", too !—we were
well and truly welded into the ship's company and thoroughly worked up.

After Christmas leave at home we were glad to leave the cold weather
and soon reached the heat of the tropics which we were destined to endure
for the next 10 months.

One of the highlights of the tour was the Royal welcome given to us
at Cape Town by the Royal Marines Association, who more than upheld
their splendid reputation for hospitality. It was most enjoyable and also
very interesting to see at first-hand both sides of the difficulties facing
South Africa.

Of course, we were the tops in Gunnery! We held the Trophy three
consecutive times and when the Drill Loader Competition came along we
excelled. Our winning team set a standard that no one could get near—
an aggregate of 57.6 seconds. The best individual time was a good fight
between Corporals Lever and Cowan. In the end Cowan just edged in
front with a time of 13.0 seconds. Some experts even have scars to shew
for their efforts!!

We enjoyed living ashore with 42 Commando at Sembawang while the
ship docked in the Naval Base. The peace and quiet, and the green grass of
the camp was wonderful. It was interesting to see how the other half lived
and to observe their envy as we downed our tots! The Commando were
good hosts, a great help to us, and laid on every facility for which we are
very grateful.

We did some flying, too, each man getting in about 2¾ hours in 825
Squadron's Whirlwind helicopters. Oh! and we must mention Pulau
Tioman! Not only for the banyan parties but also for the most realistic
"riot party" against the R.N. Companies who were trained by our N.C.O.'s.
Never to be forgotten is the hail of rotten eggs delivered by the "angry
mob" with deadly accuracy!

Most of us got sun-bronzed, if not handsome, but the sight was ruined
by prickly heat. Especially in the Persian Gulf, where the vista was heat,
sea, spots, more sea and more spots! However, it cleared up wonderfully
under the influence of kindly Mombasa. Many a tale can be told of this
place—but not for printing!

The same applies to Hong Kong, that fabulous city, enjoyed to the full
and never to be forgotten, especially by some—witness the number of
tattoos that suddenly appeared!

We said goodbye at Singapore to Corporal Green, who returned home
to go outside, and welcomed Corporal Cowan in his place, and shortly
after we started the long trek home ourselves. Suddenly the Life-buoy
Sentries had goose-pimples instead of prickly heat and we knew our dream
of "Home for Christmas" was about to come true again.
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The Royal Marine Band

We joined the ship on Commissioning Day with the detachment, having
passed out as a band at Deal before the Captain. Soon afterwards we
performed at the Commissioning Ceremony with some success, and so
the commission started.

Our arrival in Cape Town brought us much work. Concerts, broadcasts
and public gardens band-stands. Here we really made our name—not
only with misquotations in the local press (electronic experts!) but also by
questions in the House of Commons! The reception given to our per-
formances was most gratifying and made our efforts worth while and our
stay enjoyable.

This was continued when we accompanied F.O.2 F.E.S. on his Japanese
cruise in H.M.S. BELFAST. Again the round of receptions, dances and
broadcasts with pleasing comments and bouquets.

It has not been all music, though; the Gulf incident saw us back to the
"Tote" in the A.D.R. (oh, yes, we do have an action station). Here we
stayed the whole of this time, pressing buttons and endeavouring to put
the correct symbol in the right hole. The "experts", however, were a

little put out to find a Scimitar on the catapult at 40,000 feet!! But in
general our button-pushing seems to have produced the answer that was
required.

Mention must be made of Pulau Tioman. Here we waded ashore with
our instruments held high, to play at the banyan parties, and to this day we
still find sand in our "hooters". Without doubt, our dance band has
been the most popular section, but it was closely followed by the military
band. Of course, the photo and tailoring firms, not forgetting the coffee
boat, have all been in great demand, too. It is amazing what musicians
can turn their hands to.

We have held our own on the sporting side as well, even with our small
numbers. In deck hockey, the champions of the A.D.R., and we managed
to win the "Wandering Trophy" once.

It is unfortunate we have not been able to play more often or regularly,
but, then, we are a sea-going ship. Even so, we are grateful for the support
given to us by the ship's company whenever we have played; this has
made all the difference and made it worth while.
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69 Carrier-Borne Ground Liaison Section

Ground Liaison

At the start of the commission the presence of Khaki-clad characters on
board a warship was most puzzling to those members of the ship's company
who had not previously served in an aircraft carrier. No-one appeared to
be aware of the reason why we were here, nor what our duties were. It is
heartening, therefore, to observe now that we are nearing the end of the
commission, that we have performed our work so unobtrusively that there
has been no change in the empuzzlement factor which prevailed when
we first embarked.

Why do we have Pongoes in an aircraft carrier? The reason is quite
obvious to those who have given the matter even a little thought. The
mobility and hitting pow er of an aircraft carrier offer remarkable
possibilities for the support of ground forces. This is particularly so in
minor wars in remote places, where normal support may be limi t ed or
delayed. A carrier can, for example, operate her aircraft in one area one

day and hundreds of miles away the next, and in any given area support
can be on call over a very wide front.

For the effective use of such support a go-between is necessary to
interpret the needs and problems of the Army to the Naval aircrew. A
small unit called the Carrier-Borne Ground Liaison Section meets this
need. We are a self-accounting unit under control of the War Office and
under command of the Captain of the ship.

Briefly, the task of the section is to seek out targets and to help the
squadrons to engage them to the best advantage. This involves instructing
aircrew on Army matters such as organisation and tactics; recognition of
vehicles and equipment; advising on the military side of joint operations;
producing the relevant maps and intelligence to brief aircrews before they
take off; debriefing them on return and passing information  gained to those
concerned, including forces ashore and other missions already airborne;
and being prepared to help in photographic interpretation, model-making,
liaison with Army units ashore and in the day to day life of the ship. The
section is an integral part of the ship's company, join i ng when the ship
commissions and remaining with the ship until she pays off.

Inter-Service co-operation has come to stay. No one Service can go it
alone. Experience in joint operations is thus of grea ter interest and value
than ever before. A tour of duty in a carrier offers the C.B.G.L. Section
not only an opportunity to visit, in the best of company, the ports of the
world. but also the chance of a unique position of operational responsibility
and of a grandstand view of the application of land, sea and air power. The
Fleet Air Arm, and the support it can give, are major factors in war. It is
up to the Army, in its own interests, to make available personnel to act
as the link between those who need support, and those who have it to offer.

The 69th (Soixane Neuf) Carrier-Borne Ground Liaison Section
couldn't have had a happier and more successful commission. We feel
that we have performed our duties to our entire satisfaction. We have
thoroughly enjoyed ourselves and have made many lasting friendships with
"Birdbrains", "Fish-heads", "Bomb-heads (concrete-filled)" and all the
rest of you show er. We have learned many things: that ships' programmes
should be filed away under the "Fiction" section of one's library; never
to believe anything until it actually happens; that "world cruises" really
mean visiting half a dozen ports. More than anything else we have acquired
the ability to take the rough with the very rough.
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Work Study
You've been work studied?

No, but I know a lot about it because my oppo's friend in barracks
knows someone who gave him all the gen in the Albany. What I want to
know is—why don't you work study the dining hall queue?

Because we haven't been asked to. Why do you think it suitable for
work study?

I thought work study was the answer to everything. I know what the
trouble is, there are not enough hands to do the job.

If you know the answer how can we help?
I could get round to organising it but I haven't got the time; anyway,

you could confirm what I know.
I can't give any answer without spending a long time recording the

facts. There are three ways of doing a job:
1. How the person in charge says it's done.
2. How the chap doing it says it's done.
3. How it is actually done.

We are only interested in the third, so have to be on the spot to see the
job for ourselves with all its variations.

My oppo's friend heard that a work study chief reported someone for
not working.

That could not have happened because no recriminations are allowed
through work study by A.F.O. We only record the job, not the person, in
order to measure the work load. In spite of this we still get excuses given
when recording people not working, such as:

"I'm waiting for the Chief."
"1 was told to wait here and that is what I am doing."
"I've done my share for today."
"I'm going outside next month—why should I work?"
"I shall be duty watch tonight, why should I work now?"
"There's nothing in this job that I can get interested in."
"If I finish this job I'll only be grabbed for something else."
"I AM working."

This work study is all very well, but how can anybody not knowing
anything about the job be of any help?

We know quite a lot about the job when we've finished recording the
facts, which we then analyse with the help of the department to find out
all the alternatives. We find most people very co-operative, but sometimes
meet resisters to change who give one or more of the following standard
excuses why the proposal can't be done:

"Nobody else has ever done it."
"Another ship tried it once."
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"We've been doing it this way for 25 years."
"We don't see any improvement."
"It won't work in our ship."
"Our ship is different."
"Why change it? It's working all right."
"It would upset the staff."
"It can't be done."
"It's not my responsibility."
"I like it, but it won't work."

Are these people surprised when it does work?
No, they then come up with one of these standard comments:

"It's all just obvious common sense."
"I've always said that's what should be done."
"I was going to get round to doing this myself but . . . "

All this doesn't help to solve the dining hall queue.
Maybe the queue exists because there are too many people in the ship,

and the shortage of accommodation has led us to study complements.
But why haven't you asked the question everyone else in the ship has
asked us?

What's that?
"Who work studies the work study?"
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